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Attachment(s):
(1) "SW Impacts in 2013", 900 KB pdf, 5 pages.
---------------------------------------------------------------:
Re:
:
SW IMPACTs in 2013
:
Seminar at KASI, Korea.
:
16-18 March 2011.
Dear ISWI Participant:
Attached is a programme brochure for a space weather seminar that
recently took place in Korea -- courtesy of Dr H. Haubold at
UNOOSA in Vienna, Austria.
The original pdf I received was 10 MB in size and was 10 pages in
length; I am sure you can get the original from KASI if you need it.
I put two slides on each page to get the size down.
Mit freundlichen Grusen,
:
George Maeda
:
The Editor
:
ISWI Newsletter

This is the programme brochure of the International Seminar on
Space Weather Impacts in 2013: Prospects and Desirable Approaches,
Korea Astronomy and Space Science Institute (KASI), Seoul,
Republic of Korea, 16-18 March 2011. Transmitted from
Dr Hans Haubold to the ISWI Newsletter Editor on 29 March 2011.
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This pdf circulated in
Volume 3, Number 34
on 30 March 2011.
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SPACE WEATHER IMPACTS in 2013 Prospects and Desirable Approaches

Keynote Talk
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As we approach the peak of solar activity expected in 2013, there has been several re-

Space Weather Impacts in 2013:
Prospects and Desirable Approaches
֙ജ҃ೱݎҗ

ports from international and domestic media that modern society will be drastically faced
with the space weather-driven risks such as malfunctions of communication, navigation,
and satellite operation, which underpin national infrastructure and economy. Recently
Korean government, institutes, and universities begin to aware the space weather and
its effects on the modern society. Furthermore there has been a request of more organized approach for improving our nations’ ability to prepare for, avoid, mitigate, and
recover from potentially devastating impacts of space weather. With this purpose, we
would like to hold a discussion to address the prospects and desirable approaches for
Space Weather Impacts in 2013.
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SPACE WEATHER IMPACTS in 2013 Prospects and Desi rable Approaches

At the center of the solar system is the Sun, a time-varying magnetically active star. The
IXOOH[WHQWRIWKH6XQ¶VLQÀXHQFHLVQRWOLPLWHGWRWKHEULJKWHVWPRVWYLVLEOHSRUWLRQWKDW
we see in the sky during the day. In fact, all of the planets, including Earth are enveloped
in a tenuous wind which is essentially the outer atmosphere of the Sun. Disturbances
which originate at the Sun travel through this tenuous solar wind and drive changes that

Space Weather and
Human Society
ജ҃ੋࢎܨഥীחೱ

affect us here on Earth, Space Weather. As our society has become more dependent on

SPACE WEATHER IMPACTS in 2013 Prospects and Desirable Approaches

Understanding Causes and
Consequences of
Space Weather in 2013
֙ജ҃ೱݎҗ

space technology like communication satellites, GPS, and other devices we have become

The upcoming solar maximum in or around 2013 with its increased solar activity and
potential impacts on Earth will provide a unique opportunity to understand the chain of
causality of space weather. NASA and agencies from partnering nations, including the
Republic of Korea, have invested and will continue to invest in assets that support this
JRDO 7KH +HOLRSK\VLFV 6\VWHP 2EVHUYDWRU\ +62  QRZ LV DQ XQSUHFHGHQWHG ÀHHW RI
spacecraft that spans from the edge of near-Earth space to the far reaches of the heliosphere. The HSO consists of major assets such as the Solar Dynamics Observatory,

more susceptible to disruption of these services from space weather events. The objec-

STEREO A and B and ACE. With these space assets, NASA will provide detection of major

WLYHRI+HOLRSK\VLFVLVWRXQGHUVWDQGKRZWKH6XQLQÀXHQFHVWKH(DUWKDQGQHDU(DUWK

events on the Sun and at 3 positions in interplanetary space. In 2009, a report by the

environments, and like terrestrial weather, to develop predictive tools which allow the

US National Research Council cited the major industrial-infrastructural concerns due to

forecasting of space weather.

space weather events as (1) power grid disruptions for the power industry, (2) adverse
effects on commercial spacecraft and their operations, (3) communication outages and
radiation effects on the airline industry, and (4) reduced precision of space-based positioning and navigation.

Joseph M. Davila

Arik Posner
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SPACE WEATHER IMPACTS in 2013 Prospects and Desi rable Approaches

Currently, the United Nations Basic Space Science Initiative (UNBSSI) implements International Space Weather Initiative (ISWI) which contributes to the understanding of
the conditions on the Sun and in the solar wind, magnetosphere, ionosphere and therPRVSKHUHWKDWFDQLQÀXHQFHWKHSHUIRUPDQFHDQGUHOLDELOLW\RIVSDFHERUQHDQGJURXQG
based technological systems and can endanger human life or health. ISWI is continuing

United Nations Activities for
Space Weather and ISWI
6/ജ҃ഝز

the deployment of low-cost, ground-based, world-wide instrument arrays for recording

SPACE WEATHER IMPACTS in 2013 Prospects and Desirable Approaches

Space Weather Activities and
Collaborations for
the Next Solar Maximum

This presentation will summarize the activities of the U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Space Weather Prediction Center to prepare space
weather services for the next solar maximum. The global demand for space weather
information has been increasing dramatically, even as space weather disturbances
have been relatively minor throughout the recent minimum of the solar cycle. This
increase in demand has occurred among the commercial and government sectors in

Ҵജ҃ഝز

phenomena related to space weather as initiated during the International Heliophysical

an expanding number of countries around the world. At the same time, a new era of

Year 2007. The close to 1,000 instruments, located in 97 countries, utilized in 14 operat-

enhanced international cooperation in space weather operations has begun with the

ing instrument arrays, are GPS receivers, very low frequency receivers, magnetometers,

recent initiation of space weather activities within the World Meteorological Organiza-

solar spectrometers, and particle detectors. National coordinators for ISWI organizing

tion (WMO), an agency of the United Nations with a membership of 189 states and

international outreach, education, and research programmes have been designated in

territories. These activities aim to standardize and enhance space weather observa-

82 nations. Status and results of the instrument arrays, data recording, and data analy-

tions and data exchange, coordinate end products and services, and foster dialogue

sis are being reported annually to the United Nations Committee on the Peaceful Uses

between the research and operational communities. Key priorities and opportunities to

of Outer Space that mandated the organization of three workshops on ISWI in Egypt

insure that we are prepared to meet the upcoming need for space weather services in

(2010), Nigeria (2011), and Ecuador (2012).

the next solar maximum will be discussed.

Hans J. Haubold

Terrance G. Onsager
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SPACE WEATHER IMPACTS in 2013 Prospects and Desi rable Approaches

In Japan, Institute of Information and Communications Technology (NICT) has operated
the Regional Warning Center Tokyo (RWC-Tokyo) of the International Space Environment
Service (ISES). We originally made a research for prediction of HF propagation. Based
on our expertise, this research activity has been expanded to the research on prediction
of space weather, which supports space utilization activities. We monitor near-realtime

SPACE WEATHER IMPACTS in 2013 Prospects and Desirable Approaches

Space Weather Activities in
Japan for 2013 Solar Maximum
ੌࠄജ҃ഝز
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data of the sun, solar wind, geomagnetic activity, and ionosphere for nowcast. Every
DIWHUQRRQ ZH PDNH IRUHFDVWV RI RFFXUUHQFH RI VRODU ÀDUHV JHRPDJQHWLF VWRUPV DQG
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simulations of the sun and solar wind, magnetosphere, and ionosphere and thermo-
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sphere are also referred. Our recent activities are reported in this presentation.
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